1. Basic approach

With the Tokyo 2020 Games due to take place next year, the meeting will be held to consider and propose effective countermeasures against COVID-19.

The aim is to ensure safe and secure delivery of the event for athletes and others, taking into consideration infection status, sporting event status and anti-virus measures implemented in and outside of Japan.

2. How discussions will proceed

The following issues, among others, in each phase of the route (entry into Japan, transportation, venue, etc.) for the three categories of athletes, stakeholders, and spectators will be discussed.

- Measures related to the entry of athletes into Japan, with consideration of the movement of people in international sporting events held overseas.
- Adequate testing for COVID-19 and watertight anti-virus measures at venues.
- Measures for stakeholders in accordance with their contact with athletes; other measures considering current circumstances, etc.
- Securing the medical system

3. Meeting schedule

First: Confirmation of current status; basic scheme for measures for the Tokyo 2020 Games.
Second: Border control, transportation, etc. for athletes and other parties.
Third: Anti-virus measures at the Olympic and Paralympic Village and competition venues, etc.
Fourth: Anti-virus measures for stakeholders; anti-virus steps that municipalities involved in the Tokyo Games should take.
Fifth: Anti-virus measures for spectators; re-confirmation of the latest status.

... An interim summary is planned for compilation by approximately the end of 2020.